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Our mission is to facilitate social impact via cross-sector collaboration.
We’re building an online community where individuals, for-purpose organisations, and corporations connect and
collaborate to amplify their collective impact through crowd-sourcing.
We would like to invite you, your organisation, and your members & supporters to join us in creating a truly inclusive
and collaborative community through the use of technology.

How does it work?
We use technology as a force for good to facilitate social impact at scale.
Our online community is purpose-built to foster social participation and engagement by combining the technology
behind social media platforms and online marketplaces.
Through the power of crowdsourcing, we harness our collective resources and divert them to where it’s needed.
Each organisation and each user contributes to the social good network by sharing stories, information, knowledge,
connections, skills, opportunities and time. Our platform collates these ‘resources’ and distributes them to each
user’s news-feed based on their personal preferences and values. Users can then choose what they participate in
and how they contribute to the social causes they believe in on and offline.

Causes

SOCIAL AWARENESS
We help individuals and organisations
discover, learn and align themselves
with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals that they believe in.

Causes

Contributions

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

Communities

Contributions

We work with organisations to create
opportunities for individuals to get
involved that will contribute towards
the UN Sustainable Develpment Goals.

Communities

SOCIAL INCLUSION
We enable values-aligned individuals
and mission-aligned organisations
to collaborate with one another
through online communities.

Why join Communiteer?
We exist to strengthen the community sector and we work collaboratively across different stakeholder groups.
Your organisation will become part of the social good network where you’ll have access to a greater volunteer pool,
the means to promote your messages to a wider cohort of purposeful individuals, and the tools to develop deeper
engagement with your supporters.
Your supporters can hear your inspiring stories, share their lived experiences, form communities, participate
in discussions with like-minded individuals, and take immediate action to advance your organisation’s cause by
volunteering their skills, knowledge and time.

Join our social movement!
We invite your organisation and your members to join our growing community.

Registration is easy and you can setup your own community through our online platform in minutes.
We will provide your organisation with:
• Full access to our crowdsourcing platform;

• Invitation

to participate at our events and webinars;

• Technical support for you and your supporters;

• T
 emplates to identify volunteering opportunities; and

• Action plans to engage your supporters virtually;

• Impact reports based on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

Together, we can turn scarcity into abundance and
create a sustainable community sector.
Sign-up at
www.communiteer.org
Contact the Communiteer Team at
info@communiteer.org
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